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HIGH PERFORMANCE
ADDITIONAL DURABILITY
High Performance Power Tools from Black & Decker…

KD750KC

SDS+ Pneumatic Corded Drill
The fastest concrete drill in its class
The High performance SDS Hammer Drill from
Black&Decker has all the power you need to
make light work of concrete. With 2.7Joules
of impact energy and 0-1050 rpm delivering
5200 bmp (beats per min), no job is too tough.
Removing old tiles? No problem, simply
switch to chisel mode. Additional
durability comes as standard for
those demanding DIY tasks.

K2200K
Heatgun

Robust and Powerful for tackling the hardest
paint removal tasks
The Powerful 2000W, 2 speed heat gun with
variable heat control gives you maximum
control in all heat gun applications from
removing tough coats of paint & varnish
to drying new coats of filler. Designed
with a superior overmold for comfort,
the tool can even stand upright on
it’s built in stand when you are in
between tasks.
No need to buy extra accessories,
we’ve added eight accessories
to ensure you have everything
at hand.

KG750/1

Small Angle Grinder
Designed for comfort and durability for tough
DIY tasks
Our 115 and 125mm grinders have been
designed with you in mind. The slim body
and three position side handle allows you
to have complete comfort and control
when using the tool for long periods.
As well as design focused we have
added a 750W powerful motor with
high grade copper which provides
the performance you need for
challenging DIY tasks. Plus a
high quality die cast aluminum
housing for total durability.

RSP1050K

Reciprocating Saw
Our fastest reciprocating saw to demolish with
ease and control
This reciprocating saw cuts at 0-3500 spm
(strokes per min) and has a pendulum
action so you can cut faster to get the job
done. Not only is it fast but it also has a
secondary handle for complete control
and enhanced comfort using an internal
counterweight to reduce vibration.
Changing blades has never been
easier with our Twistlok® blade
changing system located on
the outside of the housing for
perfect access and visibility.

KW750K

Planer

Giving you a superior finish with our most accurate
and versatile planer
Our planer has been designed for a 2mm Depth
of cut, with a 12 Position dial at increments of
0.2mm, along with a rebate depth to 12mm,
you will have accuracy and control over
every cut.
For a perfect and smooth finish every
time we have added two, high quality
reversible TCT blades, along with a
park rest to protect your materials
when not in use.
Performance is our No.1 priority
& for additional versatility our
planer can be used in any
direction, with flexible left or
right dust extraction.

HPL106K

Cordless Drill Driver
Compact, lightweight and gets in the tightest
areas of your home
This handy drill driver has been designed as
part of our 10.8V Lithium range. Compact
but highly durable to help with fitting
kitchens, bathroom or working outside.
The powerful Johnson Series 6
motor and metal gears give you that
additional durability for toughest
DIY tasks. Plus a 1.3ah battery
and charger that gives you full
charge within 30 minutes.

HPL10IMK

Cordless Impact Driver
Tightens and loosens nuts, bolts and screws
in seconds
The must have tool in your garage, this
handy compact impact driver is part of the
10.8V lithium range.
It makes light work of loosening larger
bolts and nuts that are rusty or overtorqued. Performs where powered
screwdrivers cannot. Plus a 1.3ah
battery and charger that gives you
full charge within 30 minutes.

HPL10RSK

Cordless Reciprocating Saw
Compact, cordless and fast for where ever you
need to do your DIY
This portable saw is part of the lithium 10.8V
range its clever three positioned pivoting
handle allows un-beatable access in
tight awkward areas around your home,
garden and worksite.
We have added a material clamp
design which reduces blade
vibration and allows for easy
one handed cutting. Plus a
1.3ah battery and charger
that gives you full charge
within 30 minutes.

FOR YOUR TOUGHEST DIY JOBS!

For best results, accessories need to be of the
same high standard as the power tool itself.
Piranha® accessories have been specially
designed to maximise performance of any tool
and ensure perfect results.

Black&Decker offers a two year guarantee on
all of all its power tools.

DEMANDING JOBS
REQUIRE TOUGH TOOLS

ADDITIONAL
DURABILITY

Thinking of undertaking a new DIY project,
a bathroom, a kitchen or a house renovation
perhaps? Take a look at the new Black&Decker high
performance power tools that deliver additional
durability when you need it.
Demanding DIY tasks need tough tools. The new
Black&Decker power tools provide additional
durability when it’s really needed.

UNCOMPROMISING
POWER TOOLS...

www.blackanddecker.eu

Why not visit and register on our website for
our latest news?
Demanding DIYers can now
experience a variety of
uncompromising power tools.

Black Decker’s policy is one of continuous product improvement and development.
All products and specification are correct at the time of going to print and may be
subject to change without notification.

TWISTLOK and PIRANHA are trademarks of the Stanley Black&Decker Corporation.

BLACK&DECKER is a registered trademark of the Stanley Black&Decker Corporation.

These products offer power
and high performance, along
with a number of other benefits
previously only associated with
professional power tools..
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
ADDITIONAL DURABILITY

Introducing eight new High Performance Power Tools from Black & Decker…

